IEEE-SA Trademark Usage/Compliance Statement

Proper usage of the trademark IEEE Std xxxx-2001 is mandatory and is to be followed in all references of the Standard. The mark IEEE® is the registered trademark of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., and must be used in bold type. It is to appear with the registered trademark symbol “®” the first time ‘IEEE’ appears in the text. The use of “IEEE Std xxxx-200x” should include the trademark symbol “TM” (e.g., IEEE Std xxxx-200xTM) at least the first time it is used in text, unless the number of the standard is also trademark registered (e.g., 802®), then the symbol “®” must be used.

It is not permissible to use the standard number alone or with ‘IEEE’ to indicate conformance or compliance with the associated standard. The user of the Standard should contact the Manager, Standards Licensing and Contracts for information concerning issues regarding indicating product compliance with an IEEE standard. To represent that a product has been designed to meet an IEEE standard, it is permissible to state that “the product has been engineered, designed or manufactured with the intent to meet the requirements of IEEE Std xxxx-200x™”. However, it is not permissible to state or refer to a product as “xxxx compliant,” “xxxx certified,” “IEEE xxxx conformant,” “IEEE xxxx certified,” or the like, unless the user has obtained a Certification License from the Manager, Standards Licensing and Contracts.